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WindowBond

Information provided here is based on research and is believed to be reliable as of printing date. This information does not 
constitute a warranty. All material should be tested by purchaser to determine final suitability. Quality Media will not be held 
responsible for customers end use of product. Quality Media is available for directions and advice as to proper use and 
application of our products.

WindowBond is a 2 mil clear film with a permanent adhesive on 
one side and a removable adhesive on the other. It features an 
embossed release liner, which forms slight grooves in the 
adhesive allowing air to escape on installation. The result is a 
visually clear bubble free application.

Window graphics, interior mounted wall graphics. WindowBond 
is Quality’s premier product for hand applications of graphics to 
windows and glass.

The micro grooves in the removable adhesive make mounting 
the image easy using a squeegee or burnishing pad - no bub-
bles, no wrinkles, and no need for a wet application. The image 
can be repositioned up to 10 times without compromising the 
micro grooves. 

WindowBond is a Quality Media and Laminating          
Solutions exclusive product. It’s stocked in all of our           
distribution centers and available for immediate delivery. 
To place an order, call us at 1-800-552-9427.
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Film Carrier Clear PET

Adhesive Permanent solvent acrylic one side, 
removable, ph neutral, aqueous one 
side

Initial Tack High/ Moderate

Application
Temperature

65°F to 120°F

Application Speed 1’ to 6’ per minute for the permanent 
side using a roller laminator.

Release Liner Moisture-stable paper (100 gsm) 
on permanent side. Filmic textured 
release liner with blue grid on 
removable side.

UV Protection Film contains UV Stabilizers, which 
prevent film degradation and proved 
some UV protection to the underlying 
image.

Outdoor Durability Indoor use only.

Service 
Temperature Range

30°F to 90°F

Storage Conditions 50-85°F, 40-80% RH. Store in original 
packaging. 
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1. Ensure windows are cleaned thoroughly with soap and water. Do not use 
ammonia based cleaners.

2. Laminate the permanent adhesive to the face side of the image.

3. Remove embossed release liner and apply by hand with a squeegee, 
exerting minimum pressure.

4. The micro grooves incorporated into the adhesive layer allow air to evacu-
ate during installation, assuring an easy, bubble-free installation.

5. The image can be repositioned up to 10 times without compromising the 
micro grooves. 

6. Allow the image to cure for 24 hours to dissipate any slight silvering.

Size Catalog #
41” x 164’ 0473030

51” x 164’ 0473070

54” x 164’ 0473080


